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The moment for the poem comes
in this perfect evening when you excuse yourself
for a while and I read aloud and think that
in some part of your body there is a salty spot
and just think again under the same open roof
wanting only to remember I could hold you
and retrieve my momentary kite and leave it
tangled up on your door to pick it up when I leave
not having said much a day outside already started
filling its hours with some sad music the same
sad music supervising the moderate scandal that
takes place in my way of perceiving life when I
see the way we promenade nude at four o'clock with
the mist outside prompting us to do something
about believing in each other for a change.
— Roberto Castillo Sandoval
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Two Chinese Tales
R.W. Rhodes

i
In a wide river dividing a nearby province lived
a gigantic solitary crocodile. All day the beast, the
saffron color of a crocus, terrorized the fisher-folk
and the farmers who brought their soft-bellied work
buffaloes to wash in the water. Great crowds came
to see the creature log-deep in the oxhide-colored
river; a cloud of ticks hovered over its head.
Sometimes it rolled over, its diamond-patterned
stomach towards the sun, taut like a tambourine
stretched over his ribs. The people were afraid of it
and its victims, the cow-ghosts that would come to
infest the village. They tried dropping boulders on
it, but these only bounced off its back. They tried to
find its nest on the shore where it would incubate
its eggs in the earth; they would crack the eggs and
let wild ducks suck out the liquid. But there was no
nest to be found. Every day they watched the mo
tionless jaws cruise through the water.

•x

The people of the province cried to their gov> rnor, Han Yu. "Come and save us," they cried.
"This crocodile will devour our children." The
governor knew that such a beast is a mixed bless lg.
Its dung, it is written, provides an ointment with
which homely harlots can anoint their faces nd
turn lovely until the perspiration of their profession
rinses it away. It is written too that the teeth of the
beast are an aphrodisiac, but must be extracted
alive. "An interesting price for a love charm, he
mused, while cooling his tea.
The Lord Governor put on his robes of state,
called the elders and priests, and marched dov n to
the river bank. The bald monks hummed and droned
endlessly; chains holding fuming pots of spikenard
and clove clinked as they walked. Behind the wigg'
ed dignitaries a farmer tapped a wand-length stick,
directing a white sow's waddle down to the river;
his son tugged a stick-limbed goat. They waited un
til the monster surfaced and they could see the
tartar-stained teeth. The pig floated like an inflated
bladder as it drifted into the jaws; one leg of the goat
twitched in the air as the jaw locked over him. Then
the governor drew from his sleeve a lavish censure
he had spent a month refining; it was addressed to
The Honorable, but Pestiferous, Crocodile Residing
in This Ancient River. The yawning jaws fitted
perfectly over the scroll, like its own leather case.
The crocodile submerged and, although the people
drummed the water's ^dge with reeds all night, was
never seen again. The citizens queued up silently to
march back into the town.
To this day the censure is regarded by scholars
as a prime model of prose composition.
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II
An honored artist retreated one spring from the
silken life of the royal court and hurried into the hills
to paint true pictures of the secret life there. The
rumors in the palace filled several evenings until he
was forgotten. But the people of the province to
which he came treated him as a noble guest. He an'
nounced to them that he would not paint until he
knew the land and its harmonies. Each day he ar'
ranged himself at the base of their mountain and
looked; each day several townsmen came out to see
him begin his picture. But each day he found a new
aspect of shape, a pine limb that angled differently, a
crag casting a longer shadow. There was a new pro'
spect each day. He could wait, digest each detail, its
motion and stability. Many months passed, months
that seasoned into years. The townsmen turned in'
to their grandchildren. Still the artist waited and
still the people waited.

At last the artist said he would paint; a
messenger called the townsmen together. They
stood like chrysanthemum petals together on the
terrace of his house. Four young men carried his
pallet outside; his bones were as fragile as dried
flowers. For several hours he prepared the unrolled
scroll, the stone basin of water, the pool of ground
ink. He dipped the humamhair brush into the ink;
the townsmen breathed deeply. He looked once
more at the mountain, then slashed along the scroll
with one vertical line. He placed the brush aside,
smiled at the townsmen, and died, like a sleeping
Buddha. The elders looked at the mountain, glanced
at the scroll, looked at the mountain again, and
shook their heads. The people shook their heads
too. Later that day they sent back to the house of
the emperor the body of the artist, wrapped in the
finished scroll.
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Caroline
Your descent onto an Ohio
Hill, a toe lost among
Slow cows, your fine hair
Caught in thistles, clover.

I
I let your body float
Lightness in the sun's light
Like a Picasso giantess
Your flesh tinted life-like.

It is all I can do

A cloud in a cloud
I have been living
With the illusion
You can lie within clouds.
That they can hold you.

With all my weight of life
Pressed hard on an English
Hill, to watch you go.
The nature of clouds, death
Blurring you that I love.

But they will not hold you.
Unearthly blue, your eyes
Life will not hold you.

Ill
I have defied what I can,
The sudden heaviness of death,
Casting you within a cloud.
Blue sky, you? These words

II
You begin to dissipate,
Your shoulders evolve into
Wings floating further
And further apart.
Letting you drop down.

These cloud words to know your
Dying, most of all
These words cannot hold you.
— Katherine Anderson
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Kayelynn Johnson

Jocasta
You were my first love, unraveled from passion.
We were knotted together when I was fifteen.
The anemones of your fingers, your brilliant pink screams
caught at me. I fed you white silence,
lulled you soft on my shrunken stomach,
and thought of stories I would tell you
until your eyes, two solemn sparrows,
folded their wings.

— Mary Ann Williams
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A Photo Fricasse
or
A Banquet of Victorian Concepts
— Alyssa C. Salomon
" . . . before another generation has passed away, it
will be recognized that a new epoch in the history of
human progress dates from the time when He who
" never but in uncreated light
Dwelt from eternity "
took a pencil of fire from the hand of the 'angel stan'
ding in the sun,' and placed it in the hands of a moc
tal."
Oliver Wendell Holmes
1857

" . . . although both the French and the Americans
have the advantage of a much purer and more ortain supply of sunlight, it is satisfactory to know
that the English photographers have thrown as
much light of their own on the new science as any of
their neighbors."

The permanent photograph was truly a Vic
torian invention, both in fact and in principle. In
1839, a French painter Louis Jacques Mande
Daguerre, and William Henry Fox Talbot, a member
of the British landed gentry, patented different pro'
cesses for fixed images. The camera, "the child of
technology and science"1, was repeatedly improved
during the 1800s because of the specifically mid'
Victorian belief in progress, coupled with an
agressive commercial sense. As the era of expanding
mass culture, the nineteenth century developed the
perfect mechanism for capturing and reproducing ex'
act images en masse.2 Within a relatively brief
period " the two decades between the Great Exhibi'
tion in the Crystal Palace and the Franco'Prussian
War " portrait studios were established in an over'
whelming majority of English towns, and
photographs were owned by almost every Victorian
family. The vast quantity and great variety of these
marvelous images had a twoTold impact on the Vic
torian people in England between 1851 and
1871. Through affordable portraiture, one's per
sonal visual memory of friends, family and self was
enhanced, and through the wide circulation and puc
chase of photographs of unseen people and places,
each individual's world view was dramatically ex'
panded.

Though intriguing and alluring to view the Vic
torian era through modern eyes, there exists a
misrepresentation to be overcome and then re'
evaluated. To judge the initial impact of these
photographs, the original context must be restored.3
The accuracy and clarity of the Daguerreotype,
which seems crude by recent standards, awed a
generation "accustomed to looking at paintings and
engravings."4 Formal studio portraiture depicted an
etiquette revered by the people of the nineteenth
century. The mass distribution of portraits of
famous individuals " from the royal family to literary
notables, from leaders of Parliament to Church
figures " confirmed a propriety in the Golden Age of
Victorianism for English men and women. The work
of expeditionary photographs reaffirmed and em'
phasized the glorious size of the British Empire, and
the prosperous growth in its shipping and trade.
The very availability of affordable photographs
verified and validated material and technological ad'
vancements. Commercially viable in the 1850s,
"photographs were created for many reasons " to
please artistic taste, to suit a fashion in society, to
respond to a public occasion, and so on . . .
Each
genre had its specific conventions. What pleases,
and even intrigues, today, often offended the Vic
torian aesthetic.6

Charles Dickens
1853

8

Disappointed and frustrated with the quality of
the calotype process, Fredrick Scott Archer, like
several others, attempted to devise an emulsion that
would adhere to a glass negative. Everything from
snail slime to brown sugar was investigated. Archer
published, without restriction, his discovery in time
for the Great Exhibition in 1851. His transparent
plates were coated with "what was then a recent
discovery " collodian " a sticky substance formed by
dissolving gun'Cotton in ether and used at the time
for dressing wounds."12 Though the surface had to
remain wet both during the exposure and the
development, the collodion plate completely replac'
ed the calotype by the late 1850s. With the in'
troduction of Archer s technique, "photography
breathed a more natural air."13
The free use of this dazzling new form was
restricted by Fox Talbot, believing erroneously that
the wet plate was simply an adaptation of his
patented process. Several photographers succumbed
to Talbot's misconception, until one Sylvester
Larouche challenged the claim in a court of law in
1854. "Fox Talbot was induced to give up in
February 1855 his claim for a fourteen'year exten'
sion of his patent."14 Writing an animated account

Yet the myriad of images offers us a tangible,
visible connection with the nineteenth century.
They give evidence to the Victorian vision and
depiction of themselves and others. The
photographer began capturing and reproducing his
"world at that moment when the human landscape
started to undergo a vertiginous rate of change,"7
explains Susan Sontag. The camera duplicated the ^
rapidly disappearing surroundings, as well as an
emerging realm.
The nineteenth'Century photographer stands as
a re presentative figure for the Victorian age. In ad'
dition to curious engineers, optics and chemists, a
small number of ambitious artists and aficionados
mastered the process. "As a harbinger of progress it
was taken up by those scientifically minded gentry
in England . . . Photography in the 1850s was par
excellence, the scientific amusement of the higher
classes' . . . ."8 Bent under a dark view cloth and ap'
pealing for stillness - due to the extensive exposure
time " these men and women are emblematic of "the
scientific capacity of the age and the restricted
rigidities of its vision."9
The concurrent discoveries of Daguerre and Fox
Talbot were prime movers in the evolution of
photography. Leonardo da Vinci utilized the camera
obscura " a darkened room with a wee hole in one
wall through which an inverted view of the outside
world is projected on the opposite wall.10 The
nineteenth'Century version was a small box with a
lens and was employed by professional artists like
Daguerre, and amateurs such as Fox Talbot. Photo'
chemical experimentation dates back to the 1700s.
H.W. Janson suggests, "The impulse behind these
experiments was not so much scientific curiosity as
a Romantic quest of the True and Natural."11 Still
obsessed with the imitation of nature in art, the
nineteenth century found methods for capturing the
camera obscura's elusive image.
Fox Talbot established the first
negative/positive procedure with his 1841 patent of
the calotype. A student of British folklore, classical
mythology, and the origins of words, Talbot gave
his process the term J^alos, meaning beautiful.
Unlike the daguerreotype, this method provided for
reproductions of the exact same image. But Fox
Talbot's paper negatives unfortunately transferred a
granular texture onto the finished print, limiting the
desired realism.

A
V

Visiting card, taken by J.G. Russ,
Pittsburgh, circa 1860
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the first mass production of photographs. Its importance in the history of photography is comparable to
that of the Gutenberg Bible in printing."18 Together
the photographic innovations of the Victorian era
effected the dissemination of knowledge as
dramatically as the development of the printing
press itself.
No longer simply novelties, photographs, says
Sontag, "became part of the general furniture of the
environment"19 by the mid'1860s. Though still
technically troublesome, photography's ability for
precise depictions was exploited by and integrated
into the major Victorian institutions. Dr. Hugh Dia'
mond recorded the expressions of the mentally ill.
Four detailed images of an amputation at the hip'
joint were published in 1865 by Joseph Sampson
Gamgee. In 1862, Scotland Yard originated the in'
famous Rogues Gallery by instructing prison gover'
nors to photograph their charges.20 And during the
same decade, portraits were circulated of noted
political leaders. Even Charles Baudelaire, while
vehemently condemning artistic endeavors,
recognized the new facility for conquering the swell'
ing volume of documents, and memories.21 These
means of
groups found photography not
beautification, but one of truth'telling, communica'
tion, and preservation.
The unsurpassed English consumer of
photographs was the mightiest Victorian institU'
tion, the family. Not only were amusements, such as
the stereoscope with its three'dimensional sugges'
tion of space, and the cartedevisite, much like the
picture postcard, snatched up by middle'dass parlor
fashion, but the portrait assumed a natural role in
the heart of every home. Testimony lies in the fact
that the largest number of photographs issued from
the portrait studios,22 located in almost every town.
Photography's first craze arrived in the 1850s with
the marketing of the stereoscope**, establishing a
demand for photographic images that dramatically
lowered prices.24 From the outset, Daguerre and
Fox Talbot recognized this popular commercial

of events in London portrait studios in 1853 for his
magazine Household Words, Charles Dickens
satirically commented on Fox Talbot's insistent
behaviour:
By so doing he acted in the spirit of a liberal art born in
our own days, and peculiarly marked with the character
of our time. It does one good to think how
photographers, even while excessing the new art for
money, have pursued it with a generous ardour for its
own sake, and emulate each other in the magnanimity
with which they throw their own discoveries into the
common heap, and scorn to check the progress of their
art for any selfish motive.15

It is ironic that Fox Talbot's "Photogenic Drawing"
" as he referred to the technique " born of aesthetic
and scientific curiosity, became a sore point to legal
and commercial contention within less than fifteen
years.
Easy portability and rapid sensitivity remained
problematic for thirty years. The Victorian necessi'
ty of posing the image before coating the plate was
eliminated with the advent of a gelatin emulsion.
Movable dark tents and wagons, and the accompa'
nying restrictions, were eliminated by the
mid'1880s. With the dry plate came a new
naturalness, as well as the commencement of mass
production of photographic materials. Kodak's in'
troduction of the roll'film camera in 1888 launched
the modern revolution of the sophisticated, yet ac'
cessible, photographic process.16 By the conclusion
of the nineteenth century, the emblematic figure of
the persistent, formal photographer "disintegrated:
the high ceremony of his ritual could be superseded
by an action as casual as the striking of a match, and
the hood of the viewing cloth could be doffed
forever."17
The tidings of success with photographic ex'
perimentation spread so swiftly that by 1844 when
Fox Talbot published the first installment of The
Pencil of T^ature, he could write, "The term 'Photography' is now so well known, that an explanation
of it is perhaps superfluous . . . ." He describes his
wonderful, almost magical, discovery as the "mere
action of light upon sensitive paper" created by "op'
tical and chemical means alone." Talbot's
manuscript was accompanied by a variety of prints,
demonstrating the capabilities and uses of the new
art. In the introduction to a facsimile edition, Beau'
mont Newhall points out that The Pencil of Mature
"is the first book illustrated with photographs and

• * Queen Victoria admired a stereoscope and stereoscopic
photographs during her visit to the Great Exhibition of 1851 at
the Crystal Palace; so began the international vogue. Within
three months, approximately 250,000 stereoscopes were sold
in England and France.33
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potential and sought patents to protect their rights.
An employment, often open to women, and a con'
siderable volume of images were created by this
new, inexpensive medium.
Once set, the nineteenth'century precedent of
cheap portraits offered a tangible personal memory
for the family, especially that of the working class.
At the time Victoria ascended the throne, only the
aristocracy had traditionally the means and the time
to commission and sit for painted portraits. Even
these were relative rarities, isolated depictions of
one stylized stage in an individual's or family's life.
With the advent of affordable and accurate pop
traiture, the image of any individual or poignant mo'
ment in time could be captured on paper quickly and
repeatedly. Though perhaps physically dispersed,
the family of any economic rank was given a visual
coherence with the delightful incidents and associa'
tions with itself and with its past. Macmillan's
Magazine, in 1871, published the following assess'
ment of this impact on the poor in particular:

and industrial, which every day are sapping the
healthier family affections, the sixpenny photograph is
doing more for the poor than all the philanthropists in
the world.25

Relationships could be relived and reintegrated into
the daily home life as toiling families were becoming
fragmented.
Portraits, as a reminder and a confirmation of
existence, were treated as treasures. Not only
carefully framed and prominently displayed above
the fireplace, photographs were kept in delicate,
velvet'lined cases and embossed leather albums.
Some albums were even made of such extravagant
materials as tortoise, silver, ivory and mother'of'
pearl, with gilt clasps. Others contained musical
boxes.26 Lovingly tucked'away or displayed, the
Victorian portrait, decreasing in cost, increased in
personal value.
The stylization of the Victorian portrait form
reflects the propriety, piety, filial duty, parental
respect, and other standardized values of
nineteenth'century society. Unblemished perfection
was established in the mid'1840s when a German
photographer developed the first retouching techni'
que.29 Homogeneity of clothes characterized the
British middle'dass vogue of respectability, adopted
by the working class as well " unlike the social
distinctions marked by dress in Continental Europe.
Some studios even offered a variety of painted

Any one who knows what the worth of family affection
is among the lower classes, and who has seen the array
of little portraits struck over a labourer's fireplace, still
gathering into one the 'Home' that life is always parting
" the boy that has 'gone to Canada,' the 'girl out at service' the little one with golden hair that sleeps under the
daisies, the old grandfather in the country " will perhaps
feel with one that in counteracting the tendencies, social
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nouncements of Daguerre and Fox Talbot, secured
extraordinary foreign views for the eyes of civilized
Europe and America. Not only were the glories of
the Near East, including Christian holy places and
classical temples, brought back, but remote regions
were known for the first time. The documentary
aesthetic was fortified, not founded, by the
marketplace.32 The appeal of these alien lands was
more than the intrigue of novelty. Thomas asserts:

backgrounds, from hunting scenes to the bridge of a
ship, as well as suitable props. Formal, rigid poses
were selected both to minimize movement during
the exposure, and to depict dignity and decorum.
Charles Dickens, in the aforementioned article,
pokes a bit of fun at this serious fashion of looking
one's social best.
Now the lady's dress was not at all ill chosen for a
photographic sitting or a masquerade. It included exten
sive scalp-fixing of a savage style introduced lately into
this country, consisting of a ragged tuft of streamers,
knotted with Birmingham pearls nearly as large as coat
buttons .... The lady was placed on a chair before the
camera, though at some distance from it. The gentleman
leaned over the back of the chair: symbolically to express
the inclination that he had towards his wife: he was her
leaning tower, he was her oak and she the nymph who
sat secure under his shade. Under the point of the
gentleman's sword the Pilgrim's Progress by John Bunyan was placed to prop it up ... .w

Wild scenery of the river valleys and mountains of the
American West and Alpine views of cleanly-sculptured
snowcaps possess in common the suggestion of an
elemental, primitive nature, untrodden by man:
photographs of such scenes appear to have been
generated with romantic enthusiasm by the civilized
public of the 1860s."

Their near scientific accuracy offered an exciting
and recurring intimate view into an untouched
country, formerly only imagined. The unknown was
rapidly metamorphosing into the familiar.
The expeditionary photographer, in particular,
stands as an emblem of the Victorian Golden Age;
restless, bold, adventurous. A passion for the urn
seen and untold existed all over mid-nineteenthcentury England. Emigration was on the rise, and
urban working class, and village boys 'took the
Queen's Shilling and enlisted. Among the middle
class, so frequently characterized as smug and in'
sular, it was regarded as normal to have a son
abroad, either in the military or the colonial
service."34 The profession of the expeditionary
photographer held prestige, romance and artistic
challenge. As trophies, the photographs themselves
gave tangible evidence of untrodden territories.
Aesthetic, ethnographic and geographic studies
were performed via the lens. Photographers and the
necessary equipment accompanied scientific and army expeditions, casting an analytical glance
everywhere. The camera, taking in and reproducing
fresh visions, symbolized the outward expansion of
western technology and the extension of the ViC'
torian world view.
In contrast to the excitement generated by the
images of exploration,'the first views of combat in
distant lands brought disappointment, and even hor'
ror, to a public hungry for intrigue and romance.
Matthew Brady's photographs of the American
Civil War depicted fatigue and destruction. Roger
Fenton dissipated the glories of the military
challenge, such as that in the Crimea. The drama,

Dickens playfully twists the solemn ceremony of
portrait'Sitting and self-presentation.
A good amount of social make-believe is por
trayed in these images and was encouraged by the
studios themselves. At the better firms, interiors
were much like West End clubs, complete with
receptionists, lobbies, and waiting rooms. Though
affluent women did frequent these studios, those
most tempted "by the fashionable tone . . . would be
the classes below the drawing room level, office
clerks, shop assistants, milliners and so on, who
valued a respectable appearance."30 Thus, by a com
mon activity, ordinary men and women could join
the upper classes for a time, however fleeting, and
preserve evidence of the experience. In the fictitious
1 ome, they were able to claim social respectability
and position, and to rise above the anonymous
laboring masses. Alan Thomas observes:
The fake panelling, columns and curtains, a bland or
perhaps ironic frame for members of the upper classes,
become potent indeed in meaning when they are the on
ly resemblances to a fashionable drawing-room the sub
jects are ever likely to know."

The portrait studio and the resultant print reinforc
ed the promise of social mobility in the stratifiedVictorian society.
While the intimate Victorian vision was
established and sustained, a broader world picture
was simultaneously built by those pioneer images of
distant lands and indigenous peoples. The expedi
tionary campaigns launched soon after the 1839 an-
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chemical process deny photography artistic merit.
Others were less vehement. Published critical
analysis employed the criteria of reality/unreality of
depiction and popular Victorian taste concerning
subject and composition. While most alternative
stylistic techniques were granted to painting, "in
photography tolerance of experimentation was
noticable only in its absence."39 Craftsmen and ar'
tists like Fenton did receive commendation for "the
heavy 'still life' picture, with an endless series of
variations on the theme 'Fruit, flowers and Parsian
Vase'."40 Technically faultless, these images now
seem lifeless and unappealing.
Incorporating or ignoring contemporary stan'
dards, a number of photographers, especially
amateurs, found a freedom to pursue the medium as
high art. In fact, a surprising quality of vision exists
in the work of the hobbyists; perhaps due to the
dedication required in the mastery of the process.
Many had artistic interest and training, but little
talent for sketching or painting. Julia Margaret
Cameron, working in her home, pursued "the
'essence' or soul of her sitters,"41 caring more for the
image itself than its manufacture. Besides profes'
sionally producing portraits, David Octavius Hill
personally experimented with soft, grainy impres'
sionistic images, utilizing the blurred figure during
the interminable exposure of a calotype. Rebelling

the heroics, and the pathos of the field, portrayed by
contemporary painters, were absent from Fenton's
vision. Alan Thomas describes his photographs as
possessing a "specificity and literalness" about "the
actual makings of the settings of war"35 that must
have been fascinating for those remaining in the
nineteenth'century cities and villages. An un'
familiar perception of the painful unremark'
ableness of battle was added to the already
broadening nineteenth'century understanding. Cri'
mean mud appeared almost undistinguishable from
British mud; the scruffy, rough stance of Her Majes'
ty's army resembled none of the gestures associated
with fierce, glamorous warriors.36
Victorians prized their newfound insight. For
example, when Fenton went to the Crimea in 1855,
he left with royal encouragement " from Albert, the
Prince Consort-and governmental approval"given
by the Duke of Newcastle, the Secretary of War
"and with financial endorsement " of Thomas
Agnew, a Manchester publisher. The array of
patronage allowed the photographer an in'
dependence not found in a single commission. Upon
Fenton's return to England, a striking portfolio of
360 of his scenes was published, backed by Queen
Victoria, Albert, and Napoleon III.37 Commer'
daily successful, the collection was taken up by
Europe as a facet of its widening mass culture.
Satiating the agcold hunger for an impeccable
reproduction of nature, photography was starved
of artistic potential by Victorian public opinion. On'
ly if the photograph was faithful to its source, was
the photographer and his work applauded.
Aesthetic dismissal based itself on the medium's
reliance on the sun, boxes, and a cycle of chemicals.
Baudelaire reflected this view in his condemnation
of photography's democratic nature.

I

A revengeful God has given ear to the prayers of the
multitude. Daguerre was his Messiah. And now the
faithful says to himself: 'Since photography gives us
every guarantee to exactitude that we could desire (they
really believe that, the mad fools!), then photography
and Art are the same thing.' From that moment our
squalid society rushed, Narcissus to a man, to gaze at its
trivial image on a scrap of metal [the daguerreotype]. A
madness, an extraordinary fanaticism took possession of
all these new sun-worshippers. Stange abominations
took form."

ill
?
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An example of Tintype, a process invented by
Kenyon physics professor Hamilton Smith,
in the 1850's.

Confident in his assessment, Baudelaire believed the
visual truthfulness and the accessibility of this
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scientific exploration and perfection. Victorians in
England responded to the vast quantity of
photographs from both these perspectives. Their
portraits show us the people themselves; the expedi
tionary photographs represent thei- expanding
world. In the former, we see how those men and
women wanted to envision themselv* s " virtuous,
proper, successful; in the latter we c tn imagine the
excitement and the affirmation of discovery and the
broadening base of knowledge they found. Through
portraiture the personal memory could . »e emphasiz'
ed and maintained. And in the photographs of
foreign lands, even Fenton's Crimean :mages, the
Victorian mind could establish a connection with
the surrounding world and the broadening realm of
truths. During that precise period of urn
precedented social, economic and perceptual
metamorphosis, the camera was integrated into the
nineteenth'century marketplace through
technological investigation and commercial enter
prise, and thrived there through its almost anti'
quated Romantic appeal and its progressive power
to enlighten.

against "the heavy Victorian 'tableau' « the pen'
chant for dressing up in photographs and assuming
that the contrived is artistic"42 " Paul Henry Emer
son sought his subjects among the common and
agrarian landscapes. Factions eventually developed,
and photographers attacked other photographers.
Fierce criticism was targeted at romanticists and piC'
torialists by both technicians and naturalists. The
struggle between the desire for beautification and
"moralized . . . truth'telling, adapted from
nineteenth'century literary models"43 marks the
history of photography. By the end of the 1800s,
photography achieved a self'awareness as art,
through both the establishment of a clear commer'
cial function and the development of the roll camera
as the means to photographic memories for the
masses.
A hobbyist who obtained some commercial sue
cess, Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, known universal'
ly as Lewis Carroll, is in ways representative of the
Victorian photographic vision. Introduced to the
form by his Uncle Skeffington, Dodgson purchased
his first camera in 1856, only five years after the an'
nouncement of the wet'plate process. He quickly
achieved acclaim as "an amateur art photo'
grapher"44 and continues to hold a distinguish'
ed position today. Photography was his passion.
Producing nearly 2700 plates during his thirty'two
year45 infatuation with the medium, Dodgson
perfected both his technique and his composition.
As mathematician and author, Dodgson/Carroll
was intrigued by the scientific process and artistic
potential.
In his portraits, the photographer, Dodgson,
reflects a prevalent Victorian theme " the divine in'
nocence of childhood. Inherited from Romantic
forebears like William Wordsworth, this view "re'
jected the stem Evangelical doctrine."46 The child,
especially the female child, personifies unblemished
purity, grace and goodness, and "is sent to earth to
inspire us, to teach us divine lessons, to elicit the
best in us, to delight our aesthetic faculties, and to
raise our spirits heavenwards."47 Dodgson warmly
depicted the child as a beautiful manifestation of this
ideal which appealled wholeheartedly to a part of
the Victorian mind.
A tension exists in the second half of the nine'
teenth century between a Romantic search for the
pure and the noble, and a progressive quest for
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Der Maulwurf
ich habe lange Jahre
Gange gegraben
immer ferner vom Licht
bis mir ein Pelz wuchs
vom Kopf zu den Zehen
die Finger sich kriimmten
zu Krallen
jetzt aber
wahrend ich
langsam erblinde
flihle ich Sehnsucht
nach Licht
Angela Sommer
(1948 )
(Copyright Suhrkamp 1980)

The Mole
for years and years
I have dug tunnels
more and more distant from the light
until I grew a fur
from head to toe
and till my fingers bent
like claws
but now
while I am
slowly going blind
I feel a longing
for the light
— translation by Edmund P. Hecht
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Exile
i
I have made no progress.
Strange race. Foreign land
Strange race.
II
One day after hearing a long
Awaited song we will buy
One calendar, new shoes
III
Comme est jolie la libelule!
The green grass of home revolts
My stomachus chilensis"
Nothing new about Parisian snow;
It turns black near the factories
IV
I will die in the market of San Vicente
Where friars float in Aguardiente
V
To explain my views
I will use an old boot
Shot through the angle.
My foot invariably gets stuck to it
By my blood . . . and there are also
The photos in the paper.
VI
I am homesick, and relief cannot
Come with the tides or the monthly moon.
My steps go around but this is
Only a skewed and false geography.
I would like to change my planet.

— Roberto Castillo Sandoval
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The China War
Margaret Cranston

Luckily for Peter, April the first was a ThurS'
day in 1967 and the night his wife Phoebe met with
the local chapter of the D. A.R. affording several un'
daunted hours to launch the much celebrated Pear'
son's Revolution from his own kitchen table. On the
way home from the office that day, Peter had the
good sense to stop at Reese Brothers Inc. He
discovered that the Reese Bros, sold the quick'
drying Playdough modeling clay in quantity and at a
slight discount. At home he lined up the cans of
dough: white, red, blue, green on the Citizen's
Gazette used to protect Phoebe's finish. Then he
rummaged through Ralph's closet (where by the by
he found boxes of Phoebe's auxiliary troops) to find
the modeling device that helped the novice form all
the specialty shapes that Peter would need for his
mission. "Ah Ha Haa Ha" he barked and waved his
vehicle of destruction high above his sinister smile.
"This is just the baby I'm looking for. The world is
my oyster; the carpet my beachhead." "Peter what
are you doing?" Ralph growled wearily as he search'
ed for his glasses that hung on the elephant's trunk
next to the circus master on his night table. "I will
crush them, I will crush them all" he replied. "Go to
bed Ralph."
On that first night Peter managed to build a
sizable army. With the blue clay he pressed out a
long slender figure. Devilishly dapper with nerves of
clay this man would serve valiantly in the battle of
the lowboy. Peter decorated him lavishly, the pur'
pie heart, the iron cross and a pearl button from
Phoebe's sewing kit. The general experiment left
P.P. with a good amount of grey clay from which he
commanded an infantry. They were dull but a good
bunch of boys. Then came the first tank. Peter
realized that he was as proficient a mechanic as he
was a god. The first tank was quite authentic
especially after he stuck some Swedish Ivy on it for
camouflage. He stood up, applauded himself
vigorously then sat back down for act two; The
Special Air Tactics Force. He cranked out eight

Peter Pearson prone to puerility planned a ^
punitive prank against his wife Phoebe for fun and
partly to teach her a lesson. Phoebe it seems had a
strange propensity for collecting objects'd'art, that
is to say figunnes. Her addiction was so severe that
poor P.P. could not trip over his own rollerskate
without slaughtering the entire Dresden corps de
ballet, and David and Albert Hummel, the Lladro
twins and the Lenox family tree. Peter and his
young son Ralph bathed each morning with a
Spanish flamenco dancer who held their Pears in her
sallow south paw. He peppered his eggs from the
head ol a wooden shocclad Dutch peasant and plop'
ped his teabag splat in the wicker backpack of a
Guatemalan tomato vendor. Nearly everyday
Phoebe would invite another one of these pep
sonalities to the Pearson's ever shrinking pad. They
joked about it but Phoebe often missed the point.
"Good evening, Phoebe, and to you sir. I don't
believe that I've ever met a young Yeshiva student
on his hands and knees at the Wailing Wall inv
ported from the Holy Land before. Please wail on,
anywhere you like. Perhaps the window sill? We
had an excellent view of the Hudson River — that is
before the Lifesize Swiss Guards began their patrol.
But wail, wail on."
Phoebe clutched herself in joy and laughter
twirling and tee'heeing in her porcelain splendor. It
wasn't the sheer proliferation of these figures that
got Peter particularly fired, rather, the fact each
new member of the ceramic subculture forced
another one of his Fenway Funambulist Finalist
trophies back into the closet with his match collec'
tion and Phoebe's failing footwear. He was indeed
at the end of his rope the day he decided to declare
war on his wife and her allies. Peter knew he had to
have an army, a big army with troops and weapons,
brave and strong, to fight the varnish breaths. So,
on April first 1967, Peter "True Grit" Pearson
wrangled up some dough and sat down to mold an
invincible defense.
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Dawn April 2, 1967: Peter Pearson went to
prepare his troops. He found them ready and alert
but with a quick head count noticed they had sufl
fered two casualties during the night and one man
had been taken prisoner. They must have cracked
under the pressure. "Damn shame," he mumbled.
The other man, Peter suspected must have been
taken captive by some child/thief/Gerry in the
building. He deliberated for a while about going into
battle so outnumbered. "Charge," Teddy thought
and Pearson agreed.
7:05: the army was all in place and ready to
pounce as soon as Phoebe lost the sandman and her
early morning glaze. Peter had developed a strategic
plan that had the entire living room surrounded.
The infantry stood at all four legs of the coffee table,
at the feet of the antique writing desk and at the
mouth of the telephone table ready to receive
anything the peeps could serve up. The green berets
patroled the ottoman keeping a green eye or the boy
fishing, the woman dancing, the Jew wailing md the
sailboat sailing. The paratroopers hovered above
waiting to descend on the bric'a'brac shelf. Then,
out of the bedroom, like the Americans it Jones
Beach, Phoebe paraded past the Ming dogs o'war
clad in her khaki nighty and mud pack and stumbled
into the john.
"Salus populi su,prema lex esto,' Peter scream'
ed, flying like an airplane and spitting out wartlike
effects. "Ac Ac Ac Ac Ac. AcAc Boom Boom Pittu
Pittu." "Come out of dat head ya dirty slope before
I blow it to smithereens," Peter warned. He grabb'
ed the general and marched over to the Guatemalan
tomato vendor. "Bla Bla OOgh Oogh" the general
thrust repeatedly with his saber. Phoebe watched
agog. Then he siezed the green berets who tossed an
eraser grenade at the feet of the Dutch peasant.
"Take that, you wood foot canal breath!" Peter was
glowing and ravenous — one eye twitched while the
other had a burning stare. This was his moment of
glory.
Phoebe began to catch on, or so she thought,
and whirled around the room following her
demented hubby who had yet to actually topple a
single object'd'art. "Oooh Peter" she shrieked, "get
him, that Greek sailor man." "A double agent huh?
Well you just keep your face out of here, you under'
stand," he fired. "Oooooh, Peter they are soooo

little men and gave them each tiny parachutes made
out of Ralph's bedsheets. He poked a hole with a
pencil approximately where a mouth would be, giv'
ing them the look of men -falling through space.
"OOOOOOOOOOOOO," Peter fell to the floor
writhing, Ralph rolled over cursing his now short
sheeted bed.
As Peter began to perfect his modeling techni'
ques he was able to pump out the characters at a
pretty good clip. As the end of three hours the Pear'
son's Revolutionary army had: one blue general,
four green berets, ten grey infantry Joe's, a head'
quarters and a mound of multicolored Playdough
for emergencies.
Carefully, Peter placed his troops in a shopping
bag carrier and took the lift downstairs to the apart'
ment laundry room where they could make camp
and dry out over night. He planned to launch an at'
tack at dawn and raced upstairs to rest before the
big day. When Phoebe came home she suspected
nothing and quietly removed Peter's helmet and am'
mo belt so he wouldn't bruise himself in bed. A full
scale invasion breaking out in her own nest was the
furthest thing from her tiny mind. She dusted her
subjects and went to bed.
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cute, I love them," Phoebe said, admiring one of the
paratroopers in her hand. "So you got one of my
men. I guess he's yours now, but be wary of Pear'
son's scorn. 'Oooooh Peter" she moused, "Thank
you Thank you Thank you." "I am going to put him
in Ralphy's room." "No not my kid. Anything—but
not my kid," Peter pleaded on his knees. "I am just
so surprised you found some little friends of your
own. Now we can do this together." She grabbed a "
few more soldiers while Peter was regrouping and
disappeared into her son's room. He counted up his
men and mourned over five losses, nearly a quarter
of his entire defense. "You will have more surprises
Fraulein. I assure you 1 have only begun to mold."

•w—.

There were indeed more surprises up the
maniacal sleeve of Peter Pearson. Like the urn
forgetable battle of the valet where Peter fought
courageously against the newly liberated (from
Ralph's closet) elf people from Santaland. But
Phoebe's army grew stronger, with each battle giv'
ing it a new surge of vitality and establishing
new fronts. The war rages on. The Pearson's less
Ralph (who left to become a tap dancing star) even'
tually ran out of space in their apartment. They
moved in 1972 to a warehouse in Paterson where
they battle every dawn in their unrelenting China
War.
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Portrait of Four Disabled Children at a Group Home

1. Tanya
(in you I see parts of all the women I have loved.)
Horsehead freedom and scalpel truth
twist miles away in her dust devil eyes:
like a dry flame three hundred feet high.
Monday afternoon New Mexico.
1 drive into palmero country looking for the continental divide;
where
the heat
sucks moisture out of my eyes:
Here the sun makes the mountains black like a broken
edge under the violet air.
Silver dust reflects light like a scalpel.
Driving across the Luna Plateau I saw dust devils.
A transparent pillar of wind 300 feet high
the ghosts hate the highway
they do not watch because they are nothing
but a collision of winds.
There is no life in them.
They are enraged at ncone.
They hate and pursue no'one.
There is no ghost that walks like a gigantic
terror on white distances
like the level surface of
a bleached horse skull where nothing
can live and nothing can
hide.
Legless, armless, faceless, fist of wind
where God speaks and I cannot hear;
where God speaks from the black space behind
her eyes,
from the human abyss 400 empty
miles deep.
Where God speaks and I do not understand.
Where a petal tumbles into the void
and there is no response.
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And everything ends as her mother's eve unravels
and cuts away her own heart's deep hot matrix.
Tanya ' she calls every broken weed a tree
and plants it in the snow.
And I see you now in your mothers womb'
no bigger than my thumb;
when you first became female.
Your small heart . . .
And the fist pumps tears.
Thou shall not freeze.
Your mother's heart; a black heaving hill.
Her right eye is blind and wanders. At 28 months she suffered a
massive stroke in the left frontal lobe. Her right eye is blind and
her right side is partially paralyzed. She cannot speak. She is
classified as severely retarded. She was normal for the first 28
months.
At 11 years old girls stir toward the flood
Who sinned?
Thou shall not freeze.
Where is your mother?
and there is no response.

— Eric Jensen
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The Life of Rooms
There are terrors laughing gaily and
Streaming around the dining room table
Throughout the night.
The gaping basement furnace
Looms up the hollow walls of W. 70th
To the fourth floor and sets these
Very tall chairs abreast alive.
They caper and prance, mercilessly
Racking my pulse.
The beating tirade of padded feet on the antique carpet.
While in here, pitch in a blanket
The live things sleep.
The pillow muffles back my beating temple;
Abreast me, brother's heart beats
Gently beneath this single blanketless sheet,
The gases bubble up from his stomach to his throat.
Beyond this view of an unchanging corridor
Lie the pulsating room
And those walls beating still.
— John Windbiel
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Once the goats
Are fed
We can go
Where it is
After four winters
The time is right
At fourteen
And nine
We are old
Enough
They climb down
All day and
Make night
By the road
The dog will remember
Won't she
She'll know
Who we are
When we are
Back from the sea
In silence they cry
To see so much water
It is one with the sky
Far beyond
I don't know about you
But I can hardly walk
Moisture calls moisture
Haven't you heard
This is the story of two shepherds
Who walked from the hills to the sea
And were fined twenty pesos
By a municipal guard
For passing water on the Algarrobo beach,
By the big steps.
— Roberto Castillo Sandoval
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